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ON THE FIRST PASSAGE TIME DISTRIBUTION FOR A CLASS OF 
MARKOV CHAINS 
BY MARK BROWN1 AND NARASINGA R. CHAGANTY 
City College, CUNY and Old Dominion University 
Consider a stochastically monotone chain with monotone paths on a 
partially ordered countable set S. Let C be an increasing subset of S with 
finite complement. Then the first passage-time from i ES to C is shown to be 
IFRA (increasing failure rate on the,av;rage). Several applications are pre-
sented including coherent systems, shock models, and convolutions of IFRA 
distributions. 
1. Introduction. Let S be a countable set with a partial ordering denoted by :s. 
Consider a discrete time Markov chain {Xn, n ~ O} with state space S, and transition 
matrix P. Define the Markov chain to have monotone paths if Pr(Xn+1 ~ Xn) = 1. Define 
C C S to be an increasing set if i E C and j ~ i implies j E C. Define the Markov chain to 
be stochastically monotone if i :s j implies P(i, C) :s P(j, C) for all increasing sets C. 
For a state i and set C define T(i, C) to be the first passage time from i to C, with 
T(i, C) = 0 if i E C, and T(i, C) = oo if C is never reached. Our main result (Theorem 1) is 
that for a stochastically monotone Markov chain with monotone paths on a partially 
ordered countable set, T(i, C) is IFRA for all states i and all increasing sets C with finite 
complement. (See Section 2 for a definition of IFRA). 
Conversely, every discrete IFRA distribution is either a first passage time distribution 
of the above described type or the limit of a sequence of such distributions (Corollary 1). 
Several applications of Theorem 1 are presented in Section 5. These include coherent 
systems, shock models, convolutions of IFRA distributions, multinomial distributions, and 
sampling. In these applications S is a subset of Rn and the partial ordering is defined by 
x :s y if and only if X; :s y;, i = 1, • • •, n. The possibility exists for applications to a wider 
class of partially ordered sets, for example those studied in combinatorial theory (Rota 
[14]). 
The question arises as to whether the conclusion of Theorem 1 can be strengthened 
from IFRA to IFR. An example is given to show that even for a totally ordered set the first 
passage time need not be IFR. However for a Markov chain on the positive integers with 
TP2 transition matrix the first passage time from 1 to {i: i > n}, n = 1, 2, • • • is IFR. This 
is proved in Section 6.2. 
Examples are given which demonstrate that even for a totally ordered set the IFRA 
conclusion does not follow for a stochastically monotone chain without monotone paths 
nor for a non-stochastically monotone chain with monotone paths. 
By a uniformization and total positivity argument the result (Theorem 1) extends to 
continuous time Markov chains with countable state space. An analogue of Theorem 1 
undoubtedly holds for continuous state space. The restriction that the complement of C be 
finite appears to be a limitation of our methodology rather than an essential condition. 
2. Main result. A random variable Y taking values in {O, 1, • •., oo} is defined to be 
IFRA if either Pr(Y = 0) = 1, or Pr(Y = 0) = 0 and [Pr(Y > k)] 11k is decreasing ink= 1, 
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